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What is @YourCORE?
LIVE informative, exploratory & interactive sessions on all things 

Health, Wealth & Happiness. 

Being '@Your CORE' is living a Centred, Optimized, Resourceful 
& deeply Engaged life to broaden our Circle of Impact

Mr. Pilates created the Magic Circle (Fitness ring), a small piece of equipment used to 
help the Pilates practitioner access our core muscles more effectively.

In creating '@Your CORE' I intend these LIVE sharing, interactive exploratory and 

informative sessions to play the role of a Magic Circle with our Questers and 

Quest Guest Contributing 'Sages' (wise and knowledgeable women),
so we can together embrace Higher Thriving by living a life @Our CORE.

For more information: www.carlaarmourcoaching.com/at-your-core



Invocation & Intention

I am fully Engaged with my CORE inspiration, 

I surrender to open honest growing

I am fully engaged with my loved ones, 
and with my Circle of Impact 
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“Pursuing your biggest dreams 
and highest vision is the sacred 

path for personal growth.”

Karen Powell 
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Karen Powell is a Creativity & Prosperity Coach 
with a passion for helping dynamic creatives, 
innovators and leaders release their fears and 
blocks and realize their biggest dreams.  

After ten years of climbing the corporate 
ladder in America, Karen left a vice president 
position at a top retail brokerage company in 
Chicago to follow her childhood dream of living 
in Africa.

kcpowell.com   |   karen@kcpowell.com



Today Karen is the owner of Pathways Consulting in Windhoek 
Namibia, where she offers life-changing workshops such as The Artist’s 
Way and other personal growth courses.

She is also the owner of KCPOWELL International where she offers 
the transformational online program, Money On Purpose, a worldwide 
community of leaders and changemakers who are healing their 
relationship with money, clarifying their life’s purpose and becoming 
forces for good in the world.
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About Karen Powell 



‘How to reach those elusive goals in the safety of 
a 90 day Coaching Container’

The Journey Map, the critical timelines of resistance and recovery 
within that time-frame. 

Empowering, practical coaching tools:
● ‘The Focus Circle’ & 
● ‘Essence Connection’ concept and 
● ‘Not your Typical Vision Board’ activity, 

All these are tools Karen uses in her practice to deepen clarity, focus and 
momentum to help you reach the big, impossible-feeling goals. 
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‘How to reach those elusive goals in the 
safety of a 90 day Coaching Container’
The Journey Map, the critical timelines of 

resistance and recovery within that 
time-frame. 
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‘How to reach those elusive goals in the safety of 
a 90 day Coaching Container’

Tools Karen uses in her practice to deepen clarity, focus and 
momentum to help you reach the big, impossible-feeling goals. 

Empowering, practical coaching tools:
● ‘The Focus Circle’ & 
● ‘Essence Connection’ concept and 
● ‘Not your Typical Vision Board’ activity, 
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.“You are who you are because of what 
you have been through not inspite of 

what you have been through.”
Rha Goddess
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What is this Quest ?
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Thank you, Thank you, 
Thank you 

to our Quest Sage Karen 
and to all of you for joining 

another coaching & 
conversational session of

carlaarmourcoaching.com



Who Is Carla 
Carla Armour coaches and mentors high achieving women, focusing on Mindset shifts, 
Mind-body connections and the treatment of trauma and injury, to awaken their inner 
power to be Centred, Creative, Consistent & Congruent so they can live a Courageous Life with 
deep Connection. She creates inspiring coaching experiences that combine deep mind-body 
Living Pilates practice & philosophy with creative resilience coaching techniques and strategies. 
This approach is aimed at cultivating values of self-compassion and self-integrity so they can get 
out of their way and step into their consistent FLOW.
 
She is a Life Coach, Pilates Instructor, Personal Trainer, Artist & Creative Tourism Consultant and 
Entrepreneur with over 35 years’ experience in these industries. and NGO’s in the Caribbean 
(Dominica), New York City, US, Namibia and England. Carla is currently the CEO and 
Coach/Consultant of Carla Armour Ltd. (UK) and Vetivert Inc. (Dominica). Carla combines her 
passions, with decades of expertise and life experiences to serve from her core, with love, 
respect and authenticity.
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References:

https://psychcentral.com/blog/need-to-form-a-new-habit-66-days/

file:///C:/Users/Carla/Downloads/Gardneretal2020-habit-intmoderation.pdf

https://jamesclear.com/new-habit

https://jamesclear.com/repetitions 

Books

Atomic Habits by James Clear

The Calling: 3 Fundamental Shifts to Stay True, Get Paid, and Do Good by Rha Goddess 

FLOW by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi

The Gifts of Imperfection by Brene Brown
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